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Vibrational modes in mechanical resonators provide a promising
candidate to interface and manipulate classical and quantum infor-
mation. The observation of coherent dynamics between distant
mechanical resonators can be a key step toward scalable phonon-
based applications. Here we report tunable coherent phonon dy-
namics with an architecture comprising three graphene mechanical
resonators coupled in series, where all resonators can be manipu-
lated by electrical signals on control gates. We demonstrate coherent
Rabi oscillations between spatially separated resonators indirectly
coupled via an intermediate resonator serving as a phonon cavity.
The Rabi frequency fits well with the microwave burst power on the
control gate. We also observe Ramsey interference, where the os-
cillation frequency corresponds to the indirect coupling strength
between these resonators. Such coherent processes indicate that
information encoded in vibrational modes can be transferred and
stored between spatially separated resonators, which can open the
venue of on-demand phonon-based information processing.

graphene mechanical resonator | phonon-based information processing |
coherent oscillation

Over the past decade, one of the major achievements in
nanotechnology was the realization of phonon-state storage

and transfer (1–9). Scalable phonon-based classical (10) and
quantum (6, 7) information processing requires manipulation of
highly coherent phonon modes with tunable coupling. Efforts
toward phonon-state manipulation have been made in different
systems, such as the dynamical control of phonon states between
different modes in a single mechanical resonator (10–12) or
between modes in neighboring mechanical resonators (13), the
observation of static phonon states of spatially separated me-
chanical resonators with indirect coupling (14), and routing of
microwave phonons using phonon waveguide (15). Theoretical
works also proposed that couplings between two spatially sepa-
rated mechanical oscillators via the exchange of virtual photon
pairs can be achieved (16). However, observation of tunable
coherent dynamics of indirectly coupled phonon modes remains
a challenge, due to the requirement on the combination of strong
coupling, long coherence time, and tunability of phonon modes.
Graphene-based mechanical resonators with high-quality factors

and excellent electrical control provides us with a promising plat-
form for tunable phonon manipulations (17–21). Here we use high-
quality graphene-based mechanical resonators to demonstrate co-
herent phonon dynamics. We report the observation of coherent
Rabi and Ramsey oscillations (22, 23) between spatially separated
mechanical resonators in the classical regime via Raman-like in-
direct coupling (14). Our results indicate that phonon coherence
can be maintained and controlled over distant resonators, which
will shed light on scalable phonon-based information processing.

Results
Sample Characterization. As shown in Fig. 1 A and B, a graphene
ribbon with a width of ∼2.2 μm and ∼7 layers is suspended over

three trenches (2 μm in width, 200 nm in depth) between four
contact electrodes. This structure defines three electromechan-
ical resonators, labeled as R1, R2, and R3 in Fig. 1A, respectively.
All measurements were carried out in a dilution refrigerator at a
base temperature of ∼10 mK and a pressure below 10−7 Torr.
Similar structure was used to realize indirect coupling between
mechanical resonators via a Raman-like process with static
presentations (14). Here optimizing the measurements setup and
the quality of the device allows us to employ this system to ex-
plore tunable coherent phonon dynamics in spatially separated
mechanical resonators.
We characterize each resonator separately using the one-

source frequency-modulation technique (24), where a frequency-

modulated (FM) signal, VFMðtÞ=VAC cos
h
2πfdt +

fΔ
fL
sinð2πfLtÞ

i
,

is applied at a selected contact, and the mixing current Imix at
frequency fL is recorded by a lock-in amplifier at another contact,
as illustrated in Fig. 1B. We find that the relaxation rate of the
resonators shows strong dependency on the driving amplitude.

Significance

The rapid development of nanotechnologies enables the pos-
sibility to use long-lifetime vibrational phonon modes for
classical and quantum information processing. Despite contin-
uous efforts in the past decade, tunable phonon-mediated
transferring and processing of information between distant
phonon modes remains technically challenging. Taking ad-
vantage of the excellent electronic and mechanical properties
of graphene, we are able to realize electrically tunable co-
herent phonon dynamics between spatially separated graphene
mechanical resonators. The gate-controllable resonant frequen-
cies, coupling strengths, and coherent phonon dynamics indicate
that information encoded in vibrational modes can be stored,
transferred, and manipulated between spatially separated res-
onators. Our results not only demonstrate the transfer of in-
formation between phonons, but also provide the building
blocks toward scalable phonon-based information processing.
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At a low driving amplitude, ∼−60 dBm, we extract the relaxation
rate to be γ1=2π = 1.20 kHz from the spectrum of the mixing
current Imix by fitting (24), as shown in Fig. 1C and SI Appendix,
Fig. S2, which corresponds to a quality factor of Q1 = fm1=γ1 × 2π
∼111,000 for resonator R1. Comparing to our previous work (14),
observed quality factor is increased mainly due to that frequency-
modulation technique allows for lower probing power (25).
At a stronger driving power of ∼−45 dBm, the relaxation rate
becomes γ1=2π ∼ 300 kHz, corresponding to a much lower
quality factor of ∼300. The relaxation rate increases significantly
with increasing driving power due to nonlinear damping, which is
similar to previous reports in nanomechanical systems (26, 27).

Note that we cannot estimate the magnitude of frequency fluc-
tuations (28) and eliminate its influence in the present situation;
what we obtained here is an upper bound of the relaxation rate.
Here the resonant frequencies of all three resonators (fmi, i = 1,
2, and 3) can be tuned by adjusting the corresponding gate
voltages Vgi (i = 1, 2, 3). Details of the characterization of the
resonators can be found in SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S2.

Strongly Coupled Mechanical Resonators. To characterize the cou-
pling between the resonators R1 and R2, we fix the frequency fm2
of R2 (i.e., fix the gate voltage on gate g2) and tune fm1 by adjusting
Vg1. When fm1 approaches fm2, an avoided level crossing appears

Fig. 1. Sample structure and mode spectra of the resonators. (A) Scanning electron microscope image of a typical sample with a tilted view angle. Four
contacts divide a suspended graphene ribbon into three mechanical resonators, R1, R2, and R3, in a linear chain. (B) Schematic sample structure and mea-
surement setup. A frequency-modulated microwave signal VFM is applied through one contact of the center resonator, and a lock-in amplifier detects the
mixing current Imix at the modulation frequency of the inputted FM signal at another contact. The frequencies of the resonators are tuned by dc voltages on
the gates, respectively. An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is connected to gate g1 to provide additional burst signals for the coherent oscillations. (C)
The mixing current as a function of the driving frequency fd at Vg1 = 22 V. The measured linewidth of resonator R1 is γ1=2π ∼ 1.20 kHz. Similarly, the linewidth
of R2 is γ2=2π ∼ 1.16 kHz and the linewidth of R3 is γ3=2π ∼ 0.73 kHz (SI Appendix, Fig. S2) at a driving power of ∼− 60 dBm. (D) The mixing-current spectrum of
resonators R1 and R2. Coupling strength as large as 11.5 MHz is observed. Here Vg2 = 17 V and Vg3 = 0 V. (E) Spectrum of all three resonators. Here R2 is far off-
resonance from R3 with a detuning Δ23=2π ∼ 20 MHz, with Vg2 = 14 V, and Vg3 = 15 V. The dc voltage Vg1 is scanned over a wide range, to tune the resonant
frequency of R1 to cross the frequencies fm2 and fm3. A large avoided level crossing is observed when fm1 approaches fm2. A smaller energy splitting is observed
when fm1 approaches fm3 due to the indirect coupling. (F) The measured indirect coupling strength Ω13=2π between R1 and R3 as a function of Δ23=2π. D and E
are obtained at a driving power of ∼− 40 dBm to have a better resolution.
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in Fig. 1D. By measuring the frequency splitting, the coupling
strength between neighboring resonators was obtained with
Ω12=2π ∼ 11.5 MHz. Here the coupling between the neighboring
resonators R1 and R2 leads to a normal mode that is spatially
distributed over the range of R1 and R2. Similarly, we can measure
the coupling strength between the neighboring resonators R2 and
R3, Ω23=2π, to be ∼9.0 MHz, as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S3.
Since both R1 and R3 are neighboring to R2, avoided level crossing
between R1 and R3 mediated by R2 is observed, which can be
translated to an effective coupling between the nonneighboring
resonators (R1 and R3). The indirect coupling strength Ω13=2π
between the spatially separated resonators R1 and R3 is shown in
Fig. 1E. The Raman-like effective coupling (14) Ω13=2π decreases
when the detuning Δ23 between fm2 and fm3 increases, as shown in
Fig. 1F. With Ω13 � γ1, γ3, the system is well in the strong-
coupling regime.

Cooperativity is a key parameter to characterize the coherence
and the potential for coherent manipulation of coupled modes.
At low driving power ∼−60 dBm, we can calculate the zero-
temperature cooperativities with C12 = Ω2

12=γ1γ2 for resonators
R1 and R2 reaching 9.5× 107 and C23 = Ω2

23=γ2γ3 for resonators
R2 and R3 reaching 9.6× 107 (see SI Appendix, Fig. S3 for de-
tails). More importantly, with effective coupling strength, Ω13=2π ∼
3.3 MHz, between the nonneighboring resonators R1 and R3,
the zero-temperature cooperativity C13 = Ω2

13=γ1γ3 between these
spatially separated modes exceeds 1.2× 107, as shown in SI Ap-
pendix, Figs. S4 and S5. Such giant cooperativity is several orders
of magnitude larger than previously reported results in coupled-
mechanical systems (10, 11, 13, 14, 18, 19, 29–31), while for large
driving power (∼−45 dBm), where we conduct measurement on
the coherent oscillations (Figs. 2 and 3), the increased relaxation

Fig. 2. Phonon Rabi oscillations between spatially separated resonators. (A) Spectrum of R1 and R3 at Vg2 = 17.5 V and Vg3 = 22 V with effective coupling
strength Ω13=2π = 3.11 MHz. During the experiment, we first excite the coupled system to eigenmode A, then apply a microwave burst to generate rotations
around the x axis, and measure the mixing current at the frequency of eigenmode A. Each sequence is repeated for over 105 times to gather the data for the
average mixing current. (B) Evolution of the system on the Bloch sphere. The dashed blue arrow marks the initial state. Under the microwave burst, the system
rotates around the x axis, following the red trajectory, and the burst duration τ determines the rotation angle. (C) Average mixing current as a function of
burst duration with microwave amplitudes Vpp = 0.60, 0.48, 0.36, and 0.24 V, respectively. The purple lines show the damped cosinusoidal fits to the ex-
perimental data. (D) The Rabi oscillation versus the microwave amplitude Vpp. (E) Extracted Rabi frequency ΩRabi=2π as a function of microwave amplitude in
comparison with a linear fitting (black line).
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rate (∼300 kHz) leads to zero-temperature cooperativities of C12,
C23 ∼ 1,000, and C13 ∼ 100. As mentioned above, the measured
relaxation rate includes the effect of frequency fluctuations, which
indicates that the actual cooperativity can be much larger. It is
worthy to note that when considering thermal occupation [with
average thermal phonon number �nth = 1=ðeZω=kBT − 1Þ∼ 1.61, where
kB is Boltzmann constant, T is around 10 mK], the finite-
temperature cooperativity Cth

13 =C13=�nth1 �n
th
3 is still sufficiently

high for observing coherent phonon dynamics shown in Figs. 2
and 3.

Rabi Oscillations between Spatially Separated Resonators. The high
cooperativity between resonators R1 and R3 is the basis for high-
fidelity state transfer within these spatially separated modes. To
demonstrate this, we perform time-domain experiments to study
such coherent oscillations. First, we bias the system at Vg1 = 18 V,
Vg2 = 17.5 V, and Vg3 = 22 V. At this condition, the resonators R1
and R3 are degenerate, as indicated by the anticrossing between
these modes. We initialize the coupled system to be excited at
the lower eigenmode, which is labeled as A in Fig. 2A, with A
being the symmetric superposition of R1 and R3. We then apply
a microwave burst at the frequency fMW =Ω13=2π = 3.11 MHz on
gate g1. The measured mixing current demonstrates Rabi oscillations

between the lower eigenmode A and the upper eigenmode B, as a
function of the duration of the burst. In analogy to a two-level
system, the dynamics of the phonon excitation can be illustrated
with the Bloch sphere of theses eigenmodes (Fig. 2B), where
eigenmode A is the south pole of the sphere, and eigenmode B is
the north pole (10, 23). Under the microwave burst, the system
rotates around the x axis of the Bloch sphere and exhibits a Rabi
oscillation. The population of eigenmode A oscillates with the
duration τ of the burst, which generates coherent oscillation in
the mixing current Imix detected at the frequency of the eigen-
mode A. The mixing current versus the microwave duration τ at
different pulse amplitude Vpp (peak to peak) is plotted in Fig. 2 C
and D. The time dependence of Imix can be fitted with a damped
cosinusoidal function, Ae−τ=TRabi cosðΩRabiτÞ, with damping time
TRabi and Rabi frequency ΩRabi=2π. In the upper panel of Fig. 2C,
the Rabi frequency is ∼0.25 MHz with damping time TRabi∼ 11.6
μs, with burst amplitude Vpp = 0.60 V. In Fig. 2E, the measured
Rabi frequency is plotted versus the voltage amplitude Vpp and
shows a linear dependence on the amplitude, in agreement with
our analysis (32). Details of eigenmodes A and B and their dy-
namics are presented in SI Appendix, section S7.

Fig. 3. Phonon Ramsey interference between spatially separated resonators. (A) Pulse sequence and system evolution in the Bloch sphere during Ramsey
interference experiment. The pulse sequence consists of a π=2 rotation around the x axis, a free evolution duration τwait, and a second pulse around the x axis
(or a selected axis in the x-y plane). The dashed blue arrows indicate the initial state of this system. The dashed red arrows indicate the evolution trajectories.
The solid blue arrows refer to the final state. (B) Average mixing current as a function of τwait with coupling strength Ω13=2π = 3.11 MHz. The solid line is the
numerical fitting using a damped cosinusoidal function, which gives an oscillation frequency ΩRamsey=2π = 3.12 MHz, in good agreement with the coupling
strength. (C) Ramsey interferences versus waiting time and relative phase Δφ between the two π=2 pulses.
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Ramsey Interference between Spatially Separated Resonators. Next,
we study the precession dynamics between resonators R1 and R3
in a Ramsey interference experiment. The phonon excitation is
initially prepared in eigenmode A, similar to that of the Rabi
oscillation experiment. In the beginning of each cycle, a π=2
pulse (Vpp = 0.60 V and pulse duration ∼1.1 μs) along the x axis is
applied to this system, which rotates the state to the x-y plane in
the Bloch sphere. This system then undergoes a free evolution of
duration τwait. During the free evolution, the system rotates around
the z axis governed by Ω13=2π. A second π=2 pulse in the x axis is
then applied to rotate the state. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3A.
We measure the mixing current at the frequency of eigenmode A.
The average mixing current versus τwait is shown in Fig. 3B, together
with a damped cosinusoidal function Ae−τ=TRamsey cosðΩRamseyτÞ with
fitting parameters TRamsey andΩRamsey. Our result gives that TRamsey ∼
9.5 μs and ΩRamsey=2π ∼ 3.12 MHz, which is consistent with
Ω13=2π = 3.11 MHz obtained from Fig. 2A. Furthermore, we adjust
the relative phase between the two π=2 pulses in the Ramsey se-
quence from −π to π to change the rotation axis (33, 34). In Fig. 3C,
the mixing current is plotted versus the angle of the rotation axis,
Δφ, as well as the waiting time, and exhibits continuous variation of
the excitation population in the A mode.

Rabi and Ramsey Oscillations at Different Coupling Strengths. The
highly tunable coupling strength between resonators R1 and R3 of-
fers promising prospect for phonon-state manipulation. We in-
vestigate the coherent dynamics under different coupling strength
Ω13=2π, which can be tuned by varying the detuning between R1ðR3Þ
and R2. Our results are presented in Fig. 4 A–C for Rabi oscillations
and in Fig. 4 D–F for Ramsey interference. The oscillation fre-
quencies (ΩRabi=2π and ΩRamsey=2π, respectively), and damping
times (TRabi and TRamsey, respectively) are extracted from the mea-
sured data. In Fig. 4 D and H, we plot the damping times as well as
an effective quality factor, defined as the damping time multiplies

the corresponding oscillation frequency for the Rabi oscillations or
the Ramsey interference. With our parameters, ΩRabi=2π remains
almost the same (∼0.25 MHz) for different coupling strength
Ω13=2π, indicating that the coupling between the microwave burst to
the mechanical resonators stays almost the same as the effective
coupling varies. The Ramsey frequency ΩRamsey=2π remains con-
sistent with Ω13=2π. Meanwhile, TRabi remains at ∼11 μs, and
TRamsey varies from 5 to 10 μs, all having the same order of mag-
nitude over a large range of effective coupling. Combining with the
results shown in Fig. 2E, we can adjust oscillation frequencies
ΩRabi=2π and ΩRamsey=2π by electrical tuning, which demonstrates
tunable phonon dynamics in spatially separated graphene me-
chanical resonators. The coherent oscillation experiments were
taken at driving power of ∼−45 dBm. Under this driving power, the
relaxation rate of each mode is ∼300 kHz, leading to the damping
time in the coherent oscillation experiments TRabi = TRamsey ∼ 2=γi
to be ∼1 μs (SI Appendix, sections S7 and S8), which is comparable
with TRabi and TRamsey obtained from the experiment.

Discussions
It is worth noting that at low driving power with a quality factor
up to ∼ 105, the zero-temperature cooperativity between the
resonators can reach 107. The measured damping times could be
improved by optimizing the measurement setup to lower driving
power to decrease the influence of nonlinear damping effects
(25) in the future. Moreover, frequency stabilization such as
feedback technique (35) can be utilized to suppress frequency
fluctuations (28). Our results provide a promising platform for
coherent computation using controllable vibrational phonons.
Meanwhile, taking advantages of mechanical resonators being an
outstanding interface between different physical systems, such as
quantum dots engineered in graphene flakes (21), our architec-
ture can be applied to transferring and storage of information
between various systems. Although the present system is still a

Fig. 4. Rabi and Ramsey oscillations at different coupling strengths. Phonon Rabi oscillations (A–C) and Ramsey interference (E–G) between spatially sep-
arated resonators at coupling strengths Ω13=2π = 1.18, 1.68, and 2.36 MHz, respectively. Solid lines are numerical fitting using damped cosinusoidal functions.
(D) Damping times of Rabi oscillations TRabi and quality factor QRabi = TRabi × ΩRabi=2π as functions of coupling rate Ω13=2π. (H) Damping times of Ramsey
interference TRamsey and quality factor QRamsey = TRamsey × ΩRamsey=2π as functions of coupling rate Ω13=2π. Error bars are given by fitting fidelities. Data points
for Ω13=2π = 3.11 MHz are taken from Figs. 2 and 3.
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classical one, the phonon occupation number at undriven state is
∼2 [given by �nth = 1=ðeZω=kBT − 1Þ  ∼ 1.61]. Using sideband cool-
ing, advanced measurement setup, or resonators with higher
frequency (36), our architecture can be pushed into quantum
regime.
In conclusion, we studied coherent phonon dynamics between

spatially separated graphene mechanical resonators. The giant
cooperativity in our sample enables the study of such coherent
oscillations and the fitting of the damping times. Our demonstra-
tion of coherent dynamics between mechanical modes with indirect
interaction and high tunability is a key step toward on-demand state
transfer and manipulation (6, 7, 33, 37) in an all-phonon platform.
With the capabilities of system integrations, our architecture can be
extended to large scale for phonon-based computing and long-
distance information exchange in mechanical systems.

Materials and Methods
Sample Fabrication. A layer of SiNx (50 nm) is deposited via low-pressure
chemical vapor deposition on the silicon oxide layer, which covers a highly
resistive silicon wafer. After electron beam lithography (EBL), three parallel
trenches are etched through the SiNx layer by reactive ion etching, followed
by dipping in buffered oxide etchant. The total etching depth is 200 nm. The
widths of the trenches are designed as 2 μm. After a second EBL, 5 nm ti-
tanium and 20 nm gold are evaporated onto the wafer. All of the contacts
are 1.5 μm in width. Finally, the graphene ribbon, exfoliated on a poly-
dimethylsiloxane stamp, is aligned and transferred above the trenches (38).

Measurement Setup. For data acquisition in Figs. 1 D–F and 2A, an FM signal is
generated by a Keysight E8257D microwave generator and applied to the

source of the center resonator R2, with deviation frequency fΔ = 100 kHz,
modulation frequency fL = 1.33 kHz; a Stanford Research SR830 lock-in
amplifier is applied to read Imix with frequency fL at the drain of R2. For
quality factor acquisition, fΔ = 1 kHz, fL = 233 Hz. In Rabi and Ramsey os-
cillation experiments, the driving FM signal is constantly applied at the
frequency of the lower state of the superposition state, i.e., eigenmode A in
Fig. 2A. Additional driving pulse is generated by a Tektronix AWG7082C
arbitrary waveform generator and applied to the gate electrode of R1. Here,
the lock-in amplifier is set at a time constant of 300 ms with frequency fL =
1.33 kHz. At each pulse parameter, Imix is acquired for over 40 times. The
repetition rate of the waveform is 20 ∼ 50 kHz in different experiments.
Hence the total average times is over 2.4 × 105 ∼ 6 × 105. Here, the measured
Imix, which is averaged over many pulse cycles, can be recognized as the
occupation of eigenmode A.

Data Availability. All data supporting the findings of this study are available
within the article and/or the SI Appendix, with corresponding raw data
deposited at Zenodo (39).
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